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WHAT YOU’LL RECEIVE IN EACH SHIPMENT
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Bar/Lounge Entertainment, 
WOW Wall

1 Chrome Box per location install. These will be labeled, so keep track of what box goes to what location.

1 HDMI cable per Chrome Box

1 Handheld Keyboard

2 Converter boxes - these will be used with the Chrome Boxes labeled ‘Bar’

1 Chrome Box per location install. These will be labeled, so keep track of what box goes to what location.

1 HDMI cable per Chrome Box

1 Handheld Keyboard per Chrome Box

1 FOH/Mix Master Kit including HDMI to DVI Adapter, Displayport Cables, CAT6 Cables (as applicable)  
 
* Please set aside VR Kiosk boxes in a safe location for now

FOH/Mix Master, WIN TV, 
Power Up Wall, VR Kiosk*,  
SE Kiosk



Bar
Both of these boxes will be installed in the stores’ A/V 
rack where the Direct TV Satellites are located. Identify 
the last 2 Direct TV Satellite boxes the rack (ie #11 and 
#12). If wiring out of the Direct TV boxes is HDMI, then 
you will unplug those cables out of the Direct TV boxes, 
and plug them directly into the UPshow HDMI ports. If 
the wiring out the Direct TV boxes is Component, then 
you will use the provided converter box from HDMI to 
Component, unplug the component wiring out the Direct 
TV boxes, and use that wiring into the converter box.

FOH Video Wall
Two versions of install: 

1. D3 Software solution (a web-based solution will be 
uploaded to your CPU) 
2. AVI - 3x3 screen display (please schedule 2-5 hours 
for this install) 3x3
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WIN TV’s
Behind each TV currently there is a Media player box 
that has a HDMI cable coming out of it. Unplug that ca-
ble from the Media player box, and plug that directly 
into the HDMI port on the UPshow Box. Complete on both 
TV’s.Make sure the TV settings are set to normal with 
overscan turned off —  see picture guide on page 5.

Reference FAQ’s on what to do with old equipment.

WOW Wall
This will go in the WOW wall A/V rack. If you have a DVD 
player, you will unplug the HDMI cable out of the DVD 
player, and plug it into the UPshow box. If you have an 
Apple TV player in the rack, you will unplug the HDMI 
cable out of it, and plug it into the UPshow Box.

Power UP Wall
These will be connected directly into the TV’s 
themselves. Use the provided HDMI cable.

Reference FAQ’s on what to do with old equipment.

SE TV
These will be connected directly into the TV. Use the 
provided HDMI cable. You will need to adjust the 
orientation on the TV to Landscape.

Go into the TV’s menu > On Screen Display / Display 
Orientation/Source Orientation > Change to Landscape

3
3x3 Install Guide

https://s3.amazonaws.com/static.upshow.tv/upshow-homepage/Front+Desk+Video+Wall-merged+12.16.pdf
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Bar/Lounge Entertainment FOH/Mix Master Win TVWOW WallPower UP SE TV
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An entertainment mix of 
Dave & Busters insterstitials, 
social, trivia, and JukinTV

Welcome video, Happy Hour 
Countdown, D&B interstitials 
and social

Same mix of content as Bar/
Lounge - Entertainment channel

Winner’s Circle insterstitial, 
safety protocols, Mobile 
App interstitial, Happy Hour 
Countdown

Same mix of content as WIN TVMobile App, PC Rate Signs

There are two boxes for the  
Bar / Lounge, both of which 
will be installed in the stores’ 
A/V rack where the Direct TV 
Satellites are located. This box 
is for entertainment.

Two versions of install: 

1. D3 Software solution

2. AVI - 3x3 screen display 
(please schedule 2-5 hours for 
this install)

This will go in the WOW wall A/V rack. If 
you have a DVD player, you will unplug 
the HDMI cable out of the DVD player, and 
plug it into the UPshow box. If you have 
an Apple TV player in the rack, you will 
unplug the HDMI cable out of it, and plug 
it into the UPshow Box

These will be connected 
directly into the TV. Use the 
provided HDMI cable. You will 
need to adjust the orientation 
on the TV to Landscape

These will be connected 
directly into the TV. Use the 
provided HDMI cable. You will 
need to adjust the orientation 
on the TV to Landscape

These will be connected directly 
into the TV’s themselves. Use 
the provided HDMI cable. 
Reference FAQ’s on what to do 
with old equipment

Horizontal orientation 

Device will be labeled 
DB####Bar (#### = four digit 
store number; e.g. DB0011Bar)

Horizontal orientation 

Device will be labeled 
DB####FOH (#### = four 
digit store number; e.g. 
DB0011FOH)

Horizontal orientation

Device labeled DB####WOW 
(#### = four digit store number; 
e.g. DB00111WOW)

Vertical orientation 

Device will be labeled 
DB####WIN (#### = four 
digit store number; e.g. 
DB0011WIN)

Vertical orientation 

Device will be labeled 
DB####SEKiosk (#### = 
four digit store number; e.g. 
DB0011SEKiosk)

Horizontal orientation 

Device will be labeled 
DB####PowerUp (#### = 
four digit store number; e.g. 
DB0011PowerUp)



I’m having trouble connecting the Chrome Box to WiFi.

Make sure you’re connecting to D&B Events, and have the correct password entered.

If the box is connecting to another WiFi, restart the box, the first screen that pops up 
will have a message to hit Ctrl+Alt+S. Enter that command. It’ll take you to a Login 
screen. From there you can manually access the WiFi networks by clicking on the icon 
in the bottom right corner. You’ll need to ‘Forget’ the network that it is trying to con-
nect to, set it to connect to the D&B Events WiFi, then reboot after setting WiFi from that 
screen. 

What do I do with the old Media Players?

Direct TV Boxes stay in the store, these can be used for backups. Cisco boxes can be 
discarded at the store level. Media Vu hardware needs to be sent back to IT.

Just a reminder DVD, and Apple Players stay in WOW wall racks

UPshow box is not working on my WOW wall after I hook it up to the Apple Player input?

Reach out to D3 to have the server in the WOW wall A/V rack reset.

D3 contact • (916) 669-7408

After installation on my WIN TV’s, the UPshow image is over extended on the TV?

Use the remote control you use to turn the TV’s on each day to adjust the aspect ratio 
on the TV. There will be a button that says ‘Aspect’, press that button to cycle through 
the different aspect ratios available. It should be a full screen look.

How do I get ahold of UPshow?

Chrome box won’t boot? Network issue you can’t resolve? Have an orientation issue?

Be sure to reference this document one more time that you 
have all your bases covered, then reach out to UPshow!

Email • support@UPshow.tv

 Text • (312) 500-9200    |    Phone • (312) 796-6395
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Our WIN TV’s image is not correct, how do I fix this?

If the image on your WIN TV looks like the image 
above, please update these settings on your TV.
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